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* * * *
1 $|\Sigma|$ $\Omega(|\Sigma|\log(N/|\Sigma|))$

























algorithm $\theta=1/2$ $O(\log N)$
Fischer[2] 2
2003 Karp [4], Demain $\Sigma$ $\Sigma$
[3]
$\sigma:=\log|\Sigma|$ $\Sigma$
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$s$ 4
$\theta\in(0,1)$ . $\gamma\in(0,1),$ $\delta\in(0,1)$









$N$ 0. Initialize $K$ $\infty$nsisting of $2^{b}$ pairs of an item, and a
$N$ number $(s, K[s])$ ,
where $s$ uses $\sigma$ bits, and $K[s]$ uses $b$ bits.
Set: “exponent” $h=0$.
1. Read $x_{i}$ . Suppose $X:=S^{*}$ for convenience.
If no more input, then goto 5.
$N$ 2. With probability $2^{-h}$ record $s^{*}$ in $K$ :
add $s^{*}$ in $K$ unless $s^{*}$ in $K$ , and $K[s^{*}]++$ .
If $\sum_{s\in K}K[s]=2^{b}$ , then “flush” :
$\nwarrow$ $o(\log N)$ $3arrow(i)$ Set $h++$
3-() For each $s\in K$ ,
Choose $k$ with probability $(^{K[\epsilon]}k)/2^{K[s]}$ , and
$o(\log N)$ Set $K[s]:=k$
$3-(\ddot{u}i)$ Delete symbol $s\in K$ if $K[s]=0$
$N$ 4 Goto 1
5. Output every $s$ satisfying that $K(s)$ $\geq$ (1 $-$





$N_{l}$ $0(lgh)$ Step 2
$K$ $2^{-h}$ 1/2 $h$
$O(lgh)$
“flush” $N_{i}$ 2 $x_{i}$ $h$
1/2 $Step3-(\ddot{u})$ ”flush”




$\Re$ $f(s)$ $\grave{:}E$ $J\nu$ ffl
$N$ $1/(\theta(1-\gamma/2))$
$O$ (loglogN)
41. $\theta\in(0,1),$ $\gamma\in(0,1),$ $\delta\in(0,1)$
2 $-1$$o-$










42. $b$ $b$ $\geq$ $lg((\theta\gamma/2)^{-2}\ln(3((1-$
$\simeq$ $\frac{32\ln(\frac{3}{(1-\gamma/2)\theta\delta})}{(\gamma\theta)^{2}}lg(\frac{\ln(\frac{3}{(1-\gamma/2)\theta\delta})}{(\gamma\theta)^{2}})+1glgN$
$\gamma/2)\theta\delta)^{-1}))\rceil+3$ $\sum_{s’\in K}K[s’]\geq 2^{b-2}$
$\{s\in\Sigma|f(s)\geq N\theta\}$











onent $N=|x|,$ $M=f(s)$ ,
$x_{i}$ exponent $h’$













41. $b$ $b$ $\geq$ $lg((\theta\gamma/2)^{-2}\ln(3((1-$
$\leq$
$e^{-2(\theta-(1-\gamma/2)\theta)^{2}2^{b-2}}\leq e^{-2(\theta\gamma/2)^{2}2^{b-2}}\leq\underline{(1-\gamma/2)\theta\delta}$
$\gamma/2)\theta\delta)^{-1}))\rceil+3$ $h\geq 1$ 3
1 $1/\theta$
$\lfloor 1/\theta\rfloor(1-\gamma/2)\theta\delta/3\leq\delta/3$ $\square$
$Pr[\sum_{s’\in K}K[s’]\leq 2^{b-2}]\geq 1-\frac{\delta}{3}$
43. $b$ $b$ $\geq$ $lg((\theta\gamma/2)^{-2}\ln(3((1-$
$\gamma/2)\theta\delta)^{-1}))\rceil+3$ $\sum_{s’\in K}K[s’]\geq 2^{b-2}$
$\sum_{s\in K’}K[s’]$ $Step3-(\ddot{u})$
$\sum_{s’\in K}K[s’]$ $k$ $(\begin{array}{l}2^{b}k\end{array})/2^{2^{b}}\}_{\llcorner}^{-}$





$M=N-f(s)$ $n= \sum\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ $K[\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}’\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\geq\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}=\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$
$\gamma/2)\theta)n$ $k/n<1-(1-\gamma)\theta,$ $M/N\geq 1-(1-\gamma/2)\theta$
$\sum_{j=0}^{(p-t)n}(\begin{array}{l}nj\end{array})(1-p)^{n-j}\leq e^{-2t^{2}n}$ (1)
$Pr$ $[K[s]\geq(1-\gamma/2)\theta n]$






4.2. $n= \sum_{s’\in K}K[s’]$ $K$ $1/(\theta(1-\gamma/2))$
$s\in\Sigma$
$Pr[K[s]=j]=\frac{(^{f(s)})\cdot(^{N-j(s)})}{(_{n}^{N})}$
$\frac{1}{\theta(1-\gamma/2)}$ . $\frac{(1-\gamma/2)\theta\delta}{3}\leq\frac{\delta}{3}$ .
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41, 42, 43 41 $(h+b)$
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44. $b$ $b$ $\geq$ $lg((\theta\gamma/2)^{-2}\ln(3((1-$
$\gamma/2)\theta\delta)^{-1}))\rceil+3$ $x_{n}$
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$O(\theta^{-2}\log(\theta^{-1})+1glgN)$
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